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(54) CUP-COVER-TYPE FAN AND WATER CUP

(57) A cup-cover type fan includes a base, a fan blade
assembly positioned on an upper portion of the base, a
controlling member and a power supply respectively con-
nected to the fan blade assembly and received in the
base. The base includes a cap portion formed on a bot-
tom thereof to cover a rim of a cup. The fan blade as-
sembly includes a fan housing and an impeller installed
in the fan housing. The fan housing is rotatably connected
with the base by a connecting member to achieve open-
ing and closing between the fan housing and an upper
surface of the base via the fan housing foldably rotating
along the connecting member to further adjust wind di-
rection of the cup-cover type fan.
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to fans
field, and especially relates to a cup-cover type fan and
a water cup thereof.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] In outdoor sports, people often carry water
cups, especially for those who enjoy strenuous sports
such as cycling and climbing outdoors, water cups are
indispensable to their carry-on products. A conventional
water cup with a fan is available with its patent NO. CN
201480873U. This kind of cup-cover type cup has the
following disadvantages: 1) it is inconvenient to be re-
ceived and select and position multi-angle wind direc-
tions; 2) it is inconvenient to drink; 3) fan blades are fully
exposed without being protected to easily cause safety
problems; 4) the entire blades can’t be covered to main-
tain aesthetic and anti-fall applicability. To sum up, this
kind of cup is greatly needed to be improved. However,
the dimension of a matching cup-cover type fan is limited
by a finite diameter of the water cup. In this way, in order
to achieve a variety of functions within a narrow range,
such as convenient storage, multi-angle adjustment, pro-
tection of fan blades, safe usage, easy to drink and beau-
tiful appearance, some structures, combinations, or de-
signs that are thought to be well known are actually re-
quired very difficult technical considerations for one of
ordinary skill in the related art. So, how to improve the
structure of the water cup with a fan which can be really
applied to the market is an urgent technical problem to
be solved.

SUMMARY

[0003] The technical problems to be solved: in view of
the shortcomings of the related art, the present disclosure
relates to a cup-cover type fan and a water cup thereof
which can achieve opening and closing between a fan
housing and an upper surface of a base via the fan hous-
ing foldably rotating along a connecting member to fur-
ther adjust wind direction of the cup-cover type fan.
[0004] The technical solution adopted for solving tech-
nical problems of the present disclosure is:
a cup-cover type fan includes a base, a fan blade assem-
bly positioned on an upper portion of the base, a control-
ling member and a power supply respectively connected
to the fan blade assembly and received in the base. The
base includes a cap portion formed on the bottom thereof
to cover a rim of a cup. The fan blade assembly includes
a fan housing and an impeller installed in the fan housing.
The cap portion is a sleeving portion arranged on the
periphery of the rim of the cup or a sleeve arranged inner

of the rim of the cup. The fan housing is rotatably con-
nected with the base by a connecting member to achieve
opening and closing between the fan housing and an
upper surface of the base via the fan housing foldably
rotating along the connecting member.
[0005] Wherein a straw is mounted on the base and
connected with a cup body, a suction nozzle end of the
straw configured to movably control opening and closing
of the straw.
[0006] Wherein the suction nozzle end is installed in a
chamber of the base, and the chamber includes an open-
ing f that the suction nozzle end can be exposed there-
from when the straw is in an open state.
[0007] Wherein the straw includes a main body extend-
ing into the cup body and connected under a through-
water hole of the base so that the suction nozzle end can
movably control correspondence and dislocation of an
inlet of the suction nozzle end and the through-water hole.
[0008] Wherein the suction nozzle end includes an in-
ner end rotatably installed in the chamber, and the
through-water hole and the inlet are eccentrically ar-
ranged each other relative to an axis of the inner end so
that the suction nozzle end can rotate back and forth to
realize correspondence and dislocation of the inlet and
the through-water hole.
[0009] Wherein the suction nozzle end is a bendable
hose and the base includes a limiting portion for limiting
the suction nozzle end in a bent state.
[0010] Wherein the chamber includes a back plate for
bearing force when the suction nozzle end is bent, and
the limiting portion is a pushing plate movably installed
in the opening of the chamber and can move back and
forth to bend and release the suction nozzle end.
[0011] Wherein the suction nozzle end includes a hard
tube portion formed on an outer end thereof, and the
limiting portion is a protrusion formed on the chamber,
with the hard tube portion corresponding to the protrusion
during in the bent state of the suction nozzle end.
[0012] Wherein the cup-cover type fan further includes
an upper cover covered on the base.
[0013] Wherein the base includes a plurality of limiting
blocks arranged on an outer wall thereof at intervals, and
the upper cover includes a plurality of fixing blocks formed
on an inner wall thereof to engage with corresponding
limiting blocks, a space between each two adjacent lim-
iting blocks is sufficient for entry and exit of a correspond-
ing fixing block so that the upper cover can rotate to per-
form clamp connection of the limiting block and the fixing
block.
[0014] Wherein the upper cover includes a window
formed on a side wall thereof to match with the opening
of the chamber, and the upper cover is rotated to achieve
correspondence and dislocation of the window and the
opening.
[0015] Wherein a heat insulating chamber is formed
between the cap portion and the controlling member and
the power supply.
[0016] Wherein the connecting member includes a ro-
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tating member formed on the fan housing, an installing
portion formed on the base to movably engage with the
rotating member, and a limiting member provided for sta-
bilizing a rotation angle of the rotating member.
[0017] Wherein the installing portion is a horizontal fix-
ing shaft formed on the base and the rotating member is
a rotating frame formed on the fan housing and passing
through the horizontal fixing shaft, and the limiting mem-
ber includes a plurality of horizontal ridges formed on an
outer surface of the rotating frame and a fixing plate
formed on the base to suitably embed into a correspond-
ing horizontal ridge.
[0018] Wherein the rotating member is a horizontal ro-
tating shaft formed on the fan housing, the installing por-
tion is a shaft hole formed on the base, and the limiting
member is an elastic gasket abutting against the hori-
zontal rotating shaft.
[0019] Wherein a clasp structure is respectively
formed on an opening and closing side of the fan housing
and the base to be mutually matched with each other.
[0020] Wherein the base further includes an air hole
connected with the cup body and a movable valve formed
below the air hole to control opening and closing of the
straw according to an actual usage state of the straw.
[0021] A water cup according to an exemplary embod-
iment of the present disclosure includes a cup body and
a cup-cover type fan as shown above to connect to a rim
of the cup.
[0022] The present disclosure provides the advantag-
es as below.
[0023] The fan housing of the present disclosure can
rotatably connected with the base by a connecting mem-
ber to achieve opening and closing between the fan hous-
ing and an upper surface of the base via the fan housing
foldably rotating along the connecting member to further
adjust wind direction of the cup-cover type fan, which is
convenient to be operated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] Many aspects of the embodiments can be better
understood with reference to the following drawings. The
components in the drawings are not necessarily dawns
to scale, the emphasis instead being placed upon clearly
illustrating the principles of the embodiments. Moreover,
in the drawings, like reference numerals designate cor-
responding parts throughout the several views.

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of the cup-cover type fan
in accordance with a first exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 2 is an installation schematic view of a suction
nozzle end of the cup-cover type fan of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a chamber of a base
of the cup-cover type fan of FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is an assembly schematic view of a fan hous-
ing, the base and a straw of the cup-cover type fan
of FIG. 1.
FIG. 5 is a schematic view of the suction nozzle end

of the cup-cover type fan of FIG. 1.
FIG. 6 is a schematic view of an upper cover of the
cup-cover type fan of FIG. 1.
FIG. 7 is a schematic view of the cup-cover type fan
in accordance with a second exemplary embodi-
ment.
FIG. 8 is a schematic view of a suction nozzle end
of the cup-cover type fan of FIG. 7.
FIG. 9 is a schematic view of the cup-cover type fan
in accordance with a third exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 10 is a schematic view of a suction nozzle end
of the cup-cover type fan of FIG. 9, shown the suction
nozzle end in an open state.
FIG. 11 is similar to FIG. 10, but shown the suction
nozzle end bended and in a close state.
FIG. 12 is an exploded, schematic view of the cup-
cover type fan with a heat insulating chamber of FIG.
1.

[0025] The element labels according to the exemplary
embodiment of the present disclosure shown as below:
base 1, sleeving portion 100, limiting block 101, heat in-
sulating chamber 102, power supply 103, cup body 2,
upper cover 3, window 30, fixing block 31, chamber 4,
long sidewall 40, short sidewall 41, air hole 42, suction
nozzle end 5, inner end 50, inlet 51, main body 52,
through-water hole 53, outer end 54, notch 540, fan hous-
ing 6, impeller 60, rotating frame 7, horizontal ridge 70,
horizontal fixing shaft 71, fixing plate 8, pushing plate 9,
back plate 10, protrusion 11.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] The disclosure is illustrated by way of example
and not by way of limitation in the figures of the accom-
panying drawings, in which like reference numerals indi-
cate similar elements.
[0027] Referring to FIGS. 1-12, a cup-cover type fan
in accordance with an exemplary embodiment is provid-
ed and includes a base 1, a fan blade assembly posi-
tioned on an upper portion of the base 1, a controlling
member and a power supply 103 respectively connected
to the fan blade assembly and received in the base 1.
The base 1 includes a cap portion formed on the bottom
thereof to cover a rim of a cup of a cup body 2. The fan
blade assembly includes a fan housing 6 and an impeller
60 installed in the fan housing 6. The cap portion is a
sleeving portion arranged on the periphery of the rim of
the cup or a sleeve arranged inner of the rim of the cup.
The fan housing 6 is rotatably connected with the base
1 by a connecting member to achieve opening and clos-
ing between the fan housing 6 and an upper surface of
the base 1 via the fan housing 6 foldably rotating along
the connecting member. A clasp structure (not labeled)
is respectively formed on each opening and closing side
(an opposite side of the joint between the fan housing
and the base) of the fan housing 6 and the bottom of the
base 1 to be mutually matched with each other for fixing
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the fan housing 6 in a closed state with the base 1 to
prevent the fan housing 6 from freely opening. The
matched clasp structure is more common, which can be
used in a combination of a concave structure and a con-
vex structure.
[0028] Comparing to the solution of the related art, in
the present disclosure, the impeller 60 (that is, the fan
blade) is placed inside the fan housing 6 to improve pro-
tection and safety of the cup-cover type fan. Furthermore,
the fan housing 6 can rotate along the connecting mem-
ber 1a to open and close it relative to the upper surface
of the base 1. Such a book-turning operation can flexibly
adjust the wind direction of the cup-cover type fan, facil-
itate the collection of fans and reduce the occupation of
space. A connection way of the base 1 and the cup body
2 can be realized by common means such as thread-
connection, snap-connection, etc,.
[0029] The connecting member includes a rotating
member formed on the fan housing 6, an installing portion
formed on the base 1 to movably engage with the rotating
member. Although the rotation of the fan housing 6 can
adjust the wind direction of the cup-cover type fan, but if
the fan housing 6 can’t be fixed in a certain rotation angle
of the fan housing 1 rather requiring manual support or
other support, thereby the convenience of the cup-cover
type fan is greatly reduced. In this condition, as a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present disclosure, the con-
necting member further includes a limiting member pro-
vided for stabilizing a rotation angle of fan housing 6.
[0030] The limiting member can be set as the following
below:

First, the installing portion is a horizontal fixing shaft
71 formed on the base 1 and the rotating member is
a rotating frame 7 formed on the fan housing 6 and
passing through the horizontal fixing shaft 71. The
limiting member includes a plurality of horizontal
ridges 70 formed on an outer surface of the rotating
frame 7 and a fixing plate 8 formed on the base 1 to
suitably embed into a corresponding horizontal ridge
70. During rotation of the rotating frame 7 along the
horizontal fixing shaft 71, the fixing plate 8 can be
matched with the plurality of horizontal ridges 70 one
by one. When a certain opening angle of the fan
housing 6 is selected and then the external force is
removed. At this time, the fixing plate 8 is tightly and
stably fixed to the corresponding horizontal ridge 70
to prevent the fan housing 6 from optionally moving,
thereby a stable wind direction of the fan blade as-
sembly is ensured.
Second, the rotating member is a horizontal rotating
shaft formed on the fan housing 6 and the installing
portion is a shaft hole formed on the base 1. The
limiting member is an elastic gasket abutting against
the horizontal rotating shaft. The elastic gasket is
fixed on the base 1 and located below the horizontal
rotating shaft to apply a continuous compression
force on the horizontal rotating shaft. Because the

elastic gasket is made of elastic material, the hori-
zontal rotating shaft can still rotate along the shaft
hole to adjust the wind direction of the fan housing
6 when external force is intervened. At this time, the
elastic gasket is in a compression deformation state.
When the horizontal rotating shaft is turned to an
appropriate position and then the external force is
withdrawn, the reset elastic gasket can continue to
press the horizontal rotating shaft to avoid its arbi-
trary rotation.

[0031] The difference between the first exemplary em-
bodiment, the second exemplary embodiment and the
third exemplary embodiment mainly lies in setting ways
of the suction nozzle end 5.
[0032] A straw is mounted on the base 1 and connected
with the cup body 2, and the suction nozzle end 5 of the
straw is configured to movably control opening and clos-
ing of the straw. The suction nozzle end 5 is installed in
a chamber 4 of the base 1, and the chamber 4 includes
an opening that the suction nozzle end 5 can be exposed
therefrom when the straw is in an open state. When using
the straw, water can be suck out from the cup body 2
only when external pressure entering the cup. In an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present disclosure, the base
1 includes an air hole 42, which is generally set in the
chamber 4, connected with the cup body 2, and a mov-
able valve formed below the air hole 42 to control opening
and closing of the straw according to an actual usage
state of the straw. When drinking water, external air can
open the movable valve through the air hole 42 to enter
the cup body 2, and then the water is flowed out through
the straw. While, when not drinking water, the movable
valve can adhere to the air hole 42 to prevent water flow
out.
[0033] In the first exemplary embodiment of the
present disclosure, the straw includes the suction nozzle
end 5 and a main body 52 extending into the cup body
2 and connected under a through-water hole 53 of the
base 1 so that the suction nozzle end 5 can movably
control correspondence and dislocation of an inlet 51 of
the suction nozzle end 5 and the through-water hole 53.
The suction nozzle end 5 can be arranged to slide in the
chamber 4, for example, the suction nozzle end 5 is slid
outwards until it is exposed from the opening of the cham-
ber 4, at this time, the inlet 51 is just corresponding to
the through-water hole 53. And then the suction nozzle
end 5 is continued to slide inwards until it is received in
the chamber 4, at this time, the inlet 51 is dislocated with
the through-water hole 53 so that the water can’t flow out.
[0034] In a preferred embodiment of the present dis-
closure, the inlet 51 and the through-water hole 53 are
eccentrically arranged each other and the suction nozzle
end 5 includes an inner end 50 rotatably installed in the
chamber 4. That is, the through-water hole 53 and the
inlet 51 are eccentrically arranged each other along an
axis of the inner end 50 so that the suction nozzle end 5
can rotate back and forth to realize correspondence and
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dislocation of the inlet 51 and the through-water hole 53.
For example, the inner end 50 of the suction nozzle end
5 is longitudinally installed in the chamber 4 to control a
lateral rotation back and forth of an outer end 54 of the
suction nozzle end 5.
[0035] In the second exemplary embodiment of the
present disclosure, the suction nozzle end 5 is a bendable
hose and the chamber 4 includes a back plate 10 for
bearing force when the suction nozzle end 5 is bent, and
a pushing plate 9 is movably installed in the opening 4a
of the chamber 4 corresponding to the back plate 10 and
can move back and forth to bend and release the suction
nozzle end 5. Referring to FIGS. 7-8 (two states of the
suction nozzle end 5 simultaneously shown in the fig-
ures), the pushing plate 9 is pushed to move forward to
bend the suction nozzle end 5 into the chamber 4 and
maintain in such a state, until the suction nozzle end 5
is bent to close the straw, at this time, the water can’t
flow out. Furthermore, the pushing plate 9 is moved back
to release its force applied on the suction nozzle end 5,
and then the suction nozzle end 5 is reset to its original
state and exposed out of the opening to open the straw.
The back plate 10 is provided as a point of force required
by the suction nozzle end 5 when the suction nozzle end
5 is bent in order to ensure a controllable and reliable
bending effect.
[0036] In the third exemplary embodiment of the
present disclosure, the suction nozzle end 5 includes a
hard tube portion formed on the outer end 54 thereof and
the chamber 4 includes a protrusion 11 corresponding
to the hard tube portion and limited the bent state of the
suction nozzle end 5. The hard tube portion can be
formed by wrapping a piece of hard plastic around the
outside of a bendable hose. When the suction nozzle end
5 is bent by manual operation along a hose section of
the bendable hose, the hard tube portion can apply a
compression effect on the hose section at the bending
joint so that the closed effect of the straw can be better.
The protrusion 11 can be set at the top or bottom of the
chamber 4, while the suction nozzle end 5 is stuck after
it is horizontally bended so that it can’t be automatically
reset. The hard tube portion includes a notch 540 formed
near the inner end 50 corresponding to a bending direc-
tion of the suction nozzle end 5 to reduce resistance dur-
ing bending of the suction nozzle end 5.
[0037] It can be realize that suction nozzle end 5 is
exposed out of the opening of the chamber 4 by a plurality
of ways during opening the suction nozzle end 5, as long
as the chamber 4 has enough space to receive the suc-
tion nozzle end 5, and the distance from a mounting por-
tion of the suction nozzle end 5 to its opening is less than
the length of the suction nozzle end 5. For example, in
the first exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure,
the chamber 4 includes a long sidewall 40 and a short
sidewall 41. The suction nozzle end 5 is installed near a
corner between the long sidewall 40 and the short side-
wall 41. The length of the suction nozzle end 5 is less
than that of the long sidewall 40, but greater than that of

the short sidewall 41. When the suction nozzle end 5 is
rotated close to the long sidewall 40, the suction nozzle
end 5 is in its closed state, while the suction nozzle end
5 is in its open state when it is rotated near to the short
sidewall 41.
[0038] In some exemplary embodiments of the present
disclosure, the cup-cover type fan further includes an up-
per cover 3 covered on the base 1. The upper cover 3
includes a window 30 formed on a side wall thereof to
match with the opening of the chamber 4, and the upper
cover 3 is rotated to achieve correspondence and dislo-
cation of the window 30 and the opening. In this way, the
base 1 and the upper cover 3 can be tightly fixed each
other by the limiting block 101 clamping with the fixing
block 31. First, the limiting block 101 and the fixing block
30 are staggered each other so that the upper cover 3 is
covered onto the base 1, and then the upper cover 3 is
rotated so that the two structures are buckled together
to prevent the upper cover 3 from being freely detached
from the base 1.
[0039] In some exemplary embodiments of the present
disclosure, a heat insulating chamber 102 is formed be-
tween the cap portion and the controlling member such
as a PCB, and the power supply 103, and a power supply
chamber is formed on the base 1. Such heat insulating
chamber 102 is provided to reduce an influence of heat
generated by a drink in the cup body 2 on the power
supply to ensure normal operation of the cup-cover type
fan. The power supply is typically a lithium electrical bat-
tery which can be repeatedly recharged. he base 1 in-
cludes a charging input port connected to the PCB for
power supply, and a charging output port used as a mo-
bile power source to charge other electronic devices.
[0040] Furthermore, a bendable lifting belt can be at-
tached to the cup body 2 of the cup-cover type fan and
secured at the rim of the cup to facilitate portability.
[0041] Although the features and elements of the
present disclosure are described as embodiments in par-
ticular combinations, each feature or element can be
used alone or in other various combinations within the
principles of the present disclosure to the full extent in-
dicated by the broad general meaning of the terms in
which the appended claims are expressed.

Claims

1. A cup-cover type fan comprising:

a base comprising a cap portion formed on the
bottom thereof to cover a rim of a cup;
a fan blade assembly positioned on an upper
portion of the base and comprising a fan housing
and an impeller installed in the fan housing;
a controlling member and a power supply re-
spectively connected to the fan blade assembly
and received in the base; and wherein
the cap portion is a sleeving portion arranged
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on the periphery of the rim of the cup or a sleeve
arranged inner of the rim of the cup, and the fan
housing is rotatably connected with the base by
a connecting member to achieve opening and
closing between the fan housing and an upper
surface of the base via the fan housing foldably
rotating along the connecting member.

2. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 1, where-
in a straw is mounted on the base and connected
with a cup body, a suction nozzle end of the straw
configured to movably control opening and closing
of the straw.

3. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 2, where-
in the suction nozzle end is installed in a chamber
of the base, and the chamber comprises an opening
that the suction nozzle end can be exposed there-
from when the straw is in an open state.

4. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 3, where-
in the straw comprises a main body extending into
the cup body and connected under a through-water
hole of the base so that the suction nozzle end can
movably control correspondence and dislocation of
an inlet of the suction nozzle end and the through-
water hole.

5. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 4, where-
in the suction nozzle end comprises an inner end
rotatably installed in the chamber, and the through-
water hole and the inlet are eccentrically arranged
each other relative to an axis of the inner end so that
the suction nozzle end can rotate back and forth to
realize correspondence and dislocation of the inlet
and the through-water hole.

6. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 2, where-
in the suction nozzle end is a bendable hose and the
base comprises a limiting portion for limiting the suc-
tion nozzle end in a bent state.

7. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 6, where-
in the chamber comprises a back plate for bearing
force when the suction nozzle end is bent, and the
limiting portion is a pushing plate movably installed
in the opening of the chamber and can move back
and forth to bend and release the suction nozzle end.

8. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 6, where-
in the suction nozzle end comprises a hard tube por-
tion formed on an outer end thereof, and the limiting
portion is a protrusion formed on the chamber, with
the hard tube portion corresponding to the protrusion
during in the bent state of the suction nozzle end.

9. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 3, where-
in the cup-cover type fan further comprises an upper

cover covered on the base.

10. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 9, where-
in the base comprises a plurality of limiting blocks
arranged on an outer wall thereof at intervals, and
the upper cover comprises a plurality of fixing blocks
formed on an inner wall thereof to engage with cor-
responding limiting blocks, a space between each
two adjacent limiting blocks is sufficient for entry and
exit of a corresponding fixing block so that the upper
cover can rotate to perform clamp connection of the
limiting block and the fixing block.

11. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 9, where-
in the upper cover comprises a window formed on a
side wall thereof to match with the opening of the
chamber, and the upper cover is rotated to achieve
correspondence and dislocation of the window and
the opening.

12. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 1, where-
in a heat insulating chamber is formed between the
cap portion and the controlling member and the pow-
er supply.

13. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 1, where-
in the connecting member comprises a rotating
member formed on the fan housing, an installing por-
tion formed on the base to movably engage with the
rotating member, and a limiting member provided for
stabilizing a rotation angle of the rotating member.

14. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 13,
wherein the installing portion is a horizontal fixing
shaft formed on the base and the rotating member
is a rotating frame formed on the fan housing and
passing through the horizontal fixing shaft, and the
limiting member comprises a plurality of horizontal
ridges formed on an outer surface of the rotating
frame and a fixing plate formed on the base to suit-
ably embed into a corresponding horizontal ridge.

15. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 13,
wherein the rotating member is a horizontal rotating
shaft formed on the fan housing, the installing portion
is a shaft hole formed on the base, and the limiting
member is an elastic gasket abutting against the hor-
izontal rotating shaft.

16. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 1, where-
in a clasp structure is respectively formed on an
opening and closing side of the fan housing and the
base to be mutually matched with each other.

17. The cup-cover type fan as claimed in claim 2, where-
in the base further comprises an air hole connected
with the cup body and a movable valve formed below
the air hole to control opening and closing of the
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straw according to an actual usage state of the straw.

18. A water cup comprising a cup body and a cup-cover
type fan as claimed any one of claims 1-17 to connect
to a rim of the cup.
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